
Meeting Note of Yeti f2f meeting on November 2017 

 

Time and Place: 29th ~30th on November, GNTC conference Venue in Beijing 

Participants : Liu Dong, Paul Vixie, Akira Kato, Paul Mockapetris, Davey Song, Kevin Gong, 

Andrew Lee, Joe Abley (remote access)  

Topic & discussions: 

• We reviewed the current status of Yeti testbed and all experiments done. The system is 

working fine, but need more traffic. The traffic are now mainly from IPv6-enabled 

Campuses and institutes. Some Yeti participants are using the traffic mirroring tool 

YmmV to introduce traffic. 

• We discussed and confirmed the weakness of IXFR for multiple-signer model in Yeti and 

decide to turn off IXFR afterwards.  

• We also re-thinked and responsed to the question “why?” for design of multiple DMs 

and signers. We agreed that it is valuable that the presence of three DMs may have 

stronger trust than part of them. 

• To fix IXFR issue an extension was proposed on Notify protocol: stick to the last server, 

until fails.  

• Discussed and made a plan to implement the experiment of “Preserving IANA NSEC 

Chain andZSK RRSIGs”. We spent half day to make clear all details and implement part of 

it. BII will provide a script and modified zone for reference. 

• No consensus on “unowned & managed” anycast in Yeti 

• Discussed the Bump in the wire signing context related to IXFR 

• Went through the Yeti experience I-D and finalized the version 06 after the meeting 

• Collected suggestions on future work for Yeti project. 

 

Actions:  

• Stop IXFR on each DM due to the weakness of IXFR for Yeti 

• Implementing new experiment (including the IANA ZSK&RRSIG into Yeti root zone) 

 

Potential and Future work (documented in Yeti testbed draft): 

 

   o  Priming Truncation and TCP-only Yeti-Root servers: observe and 

      measure the worst-possible case for priming truncation by 

      responding with TC=1 to all priming queries received over UDP 

      transport, forcing clients to retry using TCP.  This should also 

      give some insight into the usefulness of TCP-only DNS in general. 

 

   o  KSK ECDSA Rollover: one possible way to reduce DNSKEY response 

      sizes is to change to an ecliptic curve signing algorithm.  While 

      in principle this can be done separately for the KSK and the ZSK, 

      the RIPE NCC has done research recently and discovered that some 

      resolvers require that both KSK and ZSK use the same algorithm. 

      This means that an algorithm roll also involves a KSK roll. 

      Performing an algorithm roll at the root would be an interesting 

http://yeti-dns.org/yeti/blog/2017/08/22/Preserving-IANA-NSEC-Chain-and-ZSK-RRSIGs.html
http://yeti-dns.org/yeti/blog/2017/08/22/Preserving-IANA-NSEC-Chain-and-ZSK-RRSIGs.html


      challenge. 

 

   o  Sticky Notify for zone transfer: the non-applicability of IXFR as 

      a zone transfer mechanism in the Yeti DNS testbed could be 

      mitigated by the implementation of a sticky preference for master 

      server for each slave, such that an initial AXFR response could be 

      followed up with IXFR requests without compromising zone integrity 

      in the case (as with Yeti) that equivalent but incongruent 

      versions of a zone are served by different masters. 

 

   o  Key distribution for zone transfer credentials: the use of a 

      shared secret between slave and master requires key distribution 

      and management whose scaling properties are not ideally suited to 

      systems with large numbers of transfer clients.  Other approaches 

      for key distribution and authentication could be considered. 

 

Outlook and plan for future Yeti.  

 

The initial duration of Yeti project is three years , due by the end of 2018. Although the decision 

of whether extending the life time of Yeti project after 2018 is not made yet in this meeting, All 

participants of this meeting gave advices and thought on Yeti’s future. 

 

Liu Dong confirmed BII's commitment to continue to sponsor and support the Testbed to fulfill all 

research agenda and innovations. Kato suggested to lengthen another year for Yeti if there are 

more valuable work to be done. PVM asked the resource and specific goal for future Yeti. Paul 

Vixie suggested we should fully design experiments before testing them. Paul is willing to help of 

BII and WIDE if there are specific research goals taking advantage of this testbed.  

 

We are also looking forward to advices and comments from all Yeti participants on this regards.  


